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Hello, everyone! Welcome to the
ISB’s BGIC Newsletter where we
keep up to date on the 2018 BGIC
conference that’s being held at ICC
from the 10th till the 12th of March.
With this newsletter, you will be
able to keep updated on what’s
happening during the BGIC
conference. To the debates on
important issues regarding to this
year’s topic ‘Life Below Water’ to
funny moments that happen in
between. Don’t forget to read the
newsletter that will be released for
everyone to read and enjoy at the
end of every conference day. To
watch more exclusive content,
looking behind the scenes of the
conference, follow @isb_brunei on
Twitter Facebook, Instagram and
Snapchat. Lastly, I would like to
give a huge shootout to Mr. Russell
for giving his time and effort into
organizing this year’s 14th Annual
BGIC!
Harry Swindells

The start of this year’s BGIC kicked
off! The two Keynote Speakers,
Danni Washington and Anna
Oposa, addressed ISB secondary
school students about themselves
and their respective careers,
creating a bustling and energetic
mood to the assembly! This being
presented in ISB’s auditorium. After
the assembly, a press conference
was held at the IB Workroom,
where a wide variety of questions
were asked. The members of the
Press had the exciting opportunity
to speak with the Keynote
Speakers. Other important people
in the conference included ISB's
executive principal Dr. Steven
Geraghty, BGIC’s secretary
general Maathini
Arulgnanapiragasam, BGIC's
coordinator James Russell,
Progresif official Devin Edmund
and Baiduri Bank’s Communication
Officer, Muiz Adnan.

Harry Swindells
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From left to right: Maathini
Arulgnanapiragasam (Floating SG),
James Russell (ISB BGIC organizer),
Danni Washington (Keynote Speaker),
Dr. Steven Geraghty (Executive
Principal of ISB), Anna Oposo
(Keynote Speaker), Devin Edmund
(Progresif official) and Muiz Adnan
(Baiduri Bank Communication
Officer).
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About Anna Oposa

Anna Oposa, lady of the sea, has achieved great
success, many and possibly more, she is a Civic
Hero finalist and the cobfounder of Save
Philippine Seas (SPS), she described the seas as
“raped” because the beauty and very innocence
of the sea were ravaged by pollution and greedy
behavior. “It takes a lot of patience to see –
especially in an environmental conservation – the
results you want” Anna said, she has also
mentioned that it takes an unquestionable
amount of time to have the fish return, even after
setting up a marine protected area – just passing
the legislation would not cut it for the marine
community. Currently, Anna is focusing on her
Shark Shelter Project in Malapascua Island,
Cebu, she commented that it previously had
almost no money, and in Last 2012, she won
EU$50,000 to fund her project. Anna Oposa
cares profoundly about the youth empowerment
in Philippines and feels optimistic that awareness
has increased, due to media and science shows
such as the likes that are hosted by Danni
Washington.

Sabrina Sufian

Interviewing The People
Involved in BGIC

Interview:%Annisa Bahrin
She is one of the delegates of the Human Rights
forum, she represents Israel. She is resourceful
in finding information from global news sites, and
she mentioned that her learning environment is
comfortable. ”I am usually a very shy person, and
I have a hard time speaking, but during my
training and through this experience I got to make
new friends from different schools,” she said. This
shows that BGIC is not only a learning
experience but also makes students open up to
new experiences and develop their social skills.

Sabrina Sufian

Interview:%Isabella%Della%Spina
Isabella is one of the chairs of the environmental
forum 2. She uses motivating practices such as
making the delegates of her forum work together
in groups to accomplish their individual work
tasks. She is a observant chair that is easy to
approach, she is always ready to help and find
various solutions to for the delegates. She is also

extremely determined and focuses. “Bare
minimum” was a term that is practically nonb
existent in Isabella’s forum, the delegates work to
the very best of their performance and are not
restricted in any way.

Sabrina Sufian

Interview: Maathini Arugnanapiragasam
She is a one of the Secretary General’s who is
described as articulate and hardbworking, a
fantastic figure to look up to and is very
collaborative. She made a wonderful statement: “I
think the one thing that on behalf of all the SG
this year, that we wanted to change their
mindsets it’s easy to think of a problem and think
it’s really sad that our waters are getting more
polluted b we want to think of the problem and a
solution for it and after BGIC they can go back to
their school and perhaps, in the long run they
could nationally implement it. Imagine how great
it would be for all of Brunei if we could clean up
the beaches and for the students who used to
attend BGIC, when they go to university they
could go to conferences or make groups likes
these to bring the problem into light,”

Sabrina Sufian
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